APHORISMS FOR THE UNCOMMON READER
by William Melvin Gardner, Ph.D.

A concise overview of aphorists and aphorisms, plus 400 humorous, original, thought-provoking aphorisms. Illustrated. The perfect gift for your uncommon, witty friends.

978-0-9761875-3-8 • Paper, $14.95

155 Pages • Non-Fiction
Available at Ingram, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Book Depository.

HANDBLING TRUTH
Navigating the Riptides of Rhetoric, Religion, Reason, and Research
by William Melvin Gardner, Ph.D.

Handling Truth identifies four traditional domains of truth, their unique strengths and weaknesses, archetypes and authorities, and shows why we disagree about what’s true.

978-0-9761875-1-6 • Paper, $12.95 • eBook, $2.99, or free with Kindle Unlimited

191 Pages • Non-Fiction
Available at: Ingram, Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Book Depository.

DANCING WITH LANGSTON
by Sharyn Skeeter

It details exquisite and its characters compelling, a powerful novel about the rewards and the realities of following one’s dreams.

—Foreword Reviews
9781950984192 • Paper, $19.95 • 206 Pages • Literary Fiction
Available on Amazon, Indiebound, Barnes & Noble, and Independent Bookstores.

Author’s website: www.dancingwithlangston.com

TRIPS AND TREKS
by Antonio R. Gualtieri

From the Canadian Arctic to the High Himalaya, these accounts explore the geographies of culture and religion, offering new insights into landscape and consciousness.

9789673528228 • Paper, $12.95

118 Pages • Geography of Religions
Available on Amazon.

Therefore
How Religious Cosmologies Justify Moral Conduct
by Antonio R. Gualtieri

A penetrating, wide-ranging analysis of how religions justify ways of acting. The disclored world is X, therefore our obligatory conduct is Y.

9789673528228 • Paper, $12.95

118 Pages • Geography of Religions
Available on Amazon.

A CAT IN THE THROAT?
A Light-hearted Study of the Contrasting Uses of Metaphor in French and English Idioms
by David Carney and Benoit Carré

A humorous examination of the odd and curious ways that each language expresses its everyday emotions, situations, and events.

978-1-7324567-7-8 • Paper, $9.99

73 Pages • Humor, Language
Available on Amazon.

MORE THAN HALFWAY THERE
by David Hartshorn

A beautifully written and heartfelt novel of love and loss, home and family, that will leave readers reflecting on their own lives and relationships.

978-0-1081-17154-4 • Paperback, $9.99

342 Pages • Literary Fiction
Available on Amazon.

Author’s website: davidhartshorn.com
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THIS RULER
by Mark Duff

“Kaleidoscopic… reminiscent of James Joyce.” —Arizona Review

An allegorical story that blends magical realism and philosophy; humorous antics by teenagers and grown by the companies that make standardized tests.

9780578476315 • Paper, $12.00

259 Pages • Literary Fiction, Philosophy, Magical Realism
Available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Ingram Spark.

Author’s website: authormarkduff.com

COEURAGE & COMPPLICITY
by Claudette Languedoc

A teacher struggles after uncovering abuse at her school. “Succeds in making readers think and feel!” —Kirkus Reviews

“Compelling novel... skillfully written.” —Booklist Review

978-1-7750608-3-1 • Paper, $16.95 • 291 Pages • Historical Fiction
Available on Amazon and Barnes & Noble.

Author’s Website: couragandcomplicity.com
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978-1-7324567-7-8 • Paper, $9.99
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Available on Amazon.
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ROSE FIRE
by Peter Huyck

In this meticulously researched novel and embedded mystery play, a renegade Jesuit priest uncovers the hidden role of alcoholism in the history of the rosary.

978-1081171544 • Paper, $9.99 • eBook, $5.99

256 Pages • Literary Fiction
Available on Amazon.
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